Domestically, the 1993 Act clearly responds to the impetus of economic openness and industrial modernization, characteristic of the Salinas Administration. 7 Following the introduction of a profound transformation in the legal system of Mexico, 8 the promulgation of the 1993 Act should be interpreted as a logical continuation of President Salinas' major legislative reform.
At the same time, political observers suggest that this legislative enactment, and especially the timing of the eventual publication of the official Regulations, or lack thereof, are connected to the final outcome of the Mexican Presidential elections that will take place in August 1994. The new Regulations are likely to be included among the very first official acts of the new Administration, and their publication is expected to send a clear, direct, and very strident message to the international business community.
At the global level, the 1993 Act is nothing more than a consequence of the international trade liberalization that Mexico effectively conducted over the past five years. 9 The progressive 8. As of December 1993, Salinas' fifth year in office of a six-year term, President Salinas sent Congress approximately one hundred major legislative bills affecting Mexico's economy, political system, environmental policy, religious institutions, human rights, indigenous populations, fishing and navigation system, and treaties, among others. All of these bills were passed by Congress, thus adding, amending, or repealing legal provisions found in Mexico's Constitution and federal statutes, codes, and regulations, as well as international agreements.
9. For an overview of Mexico's role in international trade, see Carlos Salinas de
Gortari, MEXICAN AGENDA 101-11 (13th ed. Mexico, 1992).
content of the 1993 Act is an important embodiment of this trend. President Salinas cited a number of reasons for this liberalization: the shortage of international capital; the transition 'toward a market economy taking place in Eastern Europe and in the former Soviet republics; and, notably, the fact that the generation and reception of foreign investment continue to be concentrated in the developed countries due to legal uncertainty, problems with infrastructure, and the relatively limited size of the existing markets in most developing countries." 0 NAFTA deserves a special commentary. Without question, NAFTA constitutes a major political triumph for President Salinas. Considering the clear consequences that this trilateral agreement will produce for Mexico's economy, foreign trade, industrial infrastructure, technology transfer, and environmental protection, the close and direct relationship between NAFTA and foreign investment becomes evident. The timing of the official publication of the 1993 Act and, more importantly, the formulation of its principles, rules, and general legal content were determined by the fate of NAFTA.
The passage of this trilateral agreement by the U.S. Congress encouraged a quick response by Mexico. Among the different versions of a new foreign investment act that had been discreetly circulating in business, banking, legal, and political circles in Mexico and abroad in recent years, 12 the Salinas Administration apparently chose the "best" version to suit the complex circumstances of the moment.
It is unclear whether Mexico would have chosen the same legislative version of the new statute that was published on December 27, 1993, had the U.S. Congress rejected NAFTA. Reflecting the unprecedented importance that Mexico attributes to NAFTA, the 1993 Act sent by President Salinas to the U.S. Congress on November 24, 1993, formed a part of a legislative 10. Exposici6n de Motivos, supra note 5, at iii. package consisting of fifteen bills affecting a variety of strategic areas of the Mexican economy. 13 
II. THE 1973 FOREIGN INVESTMENT ACT
The 1973 Act represents Mexico's first attempt to systematize and codify, in a single statute, the various legal provisions on foreign investment previously scattered in a number of different federal statutes, 14 including Article 27 of the Mexican Constitution of 1917."5 In essence, Article 27 and other provisions contained in the Federal Constitution 16 were the source and inspiration for most of these statutes.
Enacted during the Administration of President Luis Echeverrfa Alvarez, the Act To Promote Mexican Investment and Regulate Foreign Investment was considered to be somewhat unfair and unduly restrictive to foreign investors. The most commonly criticized aspects of this Act included:
1. The so-called "forty-nine to fifty-one percent" principle, which stipulated that foreigners may not invest more than forty-nine percent in any venture in 15. Prior to the enactment of the 1973 Act, foreign investors were required to go through a rather complicated, lengthy, and slow legal and administrative path to comply with the numerous federal and local statutes and their respective regulations. Obstacles included the General Corporations Act, the Organic Act of Article 27, paragraph 1 of the Constitution, the Federal Tax Code, the General Mining Act, the Agrarian Reform Act, the Communications and General Transportation Act, and the Population Act. The administrative procedures included the filing of numerous applications before local, state, and federal authorities, depending upon the nature and scope of the foreign investment activity.
16. Mexico's 1917 Constitution contains two severe limitations on foreign investment: (1) the outright prohibition of foreign direct ownership over immovable assets within the so-called "Restricted Zone" Article 27, paragraph 1; and (2) the statutory agreement, known as the "Calvo Clause," that requires foreigners "who acquire properties of any kind in the Mexican Republic" to consider themselves as Mexican nationals regarding those properties, not to invoke the protection of their governments with respect to such properties, and, in case of a violation, to forfeit to the government of Mexico the properties thus acquired. CONST. art. 27, para. 1 (Mex.). (1971) . The majority of Latin American countries require the insertion of the "Calvo Clause" in contracts with foreign nationals. Mexico admitted that the Clause probably does not prohibit the government of the foreign national from intervening, but does prohibit the foreign national from seeking intervention. In his official message to the Federal Congress, President Salinas summarized his opinions regarding the 1973 Act as follows:
The [1973 Act] reflects the economic reality of Mexico and the world, as it was at the beginning of the decade of the 70s, which was considerably different from the one that prevails today. At that time, the general trend among developing countries was to establish mechanisms and legal rdgimes with an excessive regulatory emphasis regarding the participation of foreign investment in their economies. This Act... has a very restrictive character, and its provisions, granting a considerable margin of discretion to the authorities, generate legal uncertainty and create confusion in the application of its principles and concepts. Therefore, after being in force [in Mexico] for over twenty years, it has failed to reflect the situation and the needs of the country as they stand today.3 Despite the numerous criticisms directed against the 1973 Act, the statute remained in force for twenty years.
III. THE NATIONAL COMMISSION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS
The National Commission of Foreign Investments ("Commission") is the most intriguing mechanism created by the 1973 Act; 24 without it, the old Act would have been obsolete shortly after its enactment.
The Commission is composed of seven members of the Presidential cabinet who are experienced in foreign investment. 2 sion. 2 The very broad powers enumerated in the first four paragraphs of the Article is the clearest mandate of absolute discretionary power on foreign investment matters that was ever granted to any governmental agency.
Legally, the Commission has been characterized as an "InterSecretarial Commission" that performs a consultive function. 27 The Commission does not function as a collegiate body that generally adopts its decisions by the votes of its members; rather, it operates as an aggregate of its seven Cabinet members, each keeping his respective subject matter jurisdiction and powers. 2 Therefore, when a case is submitted to the Commission, it is not decided by a collective vote; rather, the case is analyzed and decided by the competent Cabinet member who exercises exclusive jurisdiction over the case.
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Paragraph I of Article 12 empowers the Commission to decide upon any increase or reduction in the percentage of foreign investment in any geographical area of Mexico, 3 including important urban centers such as Mexico City and certain rural areas such as P6njamo or Guanajuato. The Commission may also regulate foreign investment in any economic activity, such as fishing, forest exploitation, certain communication, and transportation services provided that Mexican law does not specifically regulate these activities. 3 ' Pursuant to this power, the Commission regularly engages in "negotiations" with foreign investors to determine the viability of opening or establishing a foreign-funded business project in any part of Mexico. Government officials use these negotiations to explore foreign investors' interest in changing the geographical location of the project by offering "incentives. [Vol. 16:907
Paragraph II of Article 12 authorizes the Commission to decide "the percentages and conditions in which foreign investment shall be accepted in specific cases" because of "exceptional circumstances" or "special treatment. '34 For example, if a given area in Mexico needs assistance to develop its economy and thus reduce its rate of unemployment, the Commission would develop a strategy offering special treatment to foreign investors. In these cases, the Commission would attempt to persuade investors to construct their enterprise in a pre-selected location of Mexico by means of different incentives. The Commission also applies this strategy to authorize a larger percentage of foreign investment in those activities expressly regulated by Article 5 of the 1973 Act. 36 Although this provision specifically regulates the maximum foreign investment percentages in certain activities, the end of Article 5 grants the Commission power to decide "on the increase or reduction of the percentage .. . when it judges this to be in the interest of the country's economy. It may also establish the conditions under which foreign investment will be accepted in specific cases." 37 Paragraphs III and IV of Article 5 authorize the Commission to allow foreign investment in future and existing business enterprises. 38 The Commission can also decide to establish new fields of economic activity or add new production lines. 39 It appears that the Commission is endowed with ample powers to adjust the requirements of the seemingly inflexible and rigid 1973 Act to comport to the economic conditions of the country at any given time. Thus, based on a lucid understanding of the national interests and priorities of Mexico as a nation, foreign investment would be channeled either to pre-determined geographical locations and/or to specific types of industries or businesses. This channeling would occur in consonance with domestic and international policies. 
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A. Mexican Criteria for Foreign Investors
To foreign investors, the 1973 Act was an enormous, complicated machine. Rather than operating this machine in a purely mechanical manner, the Commission was created to run it in a creative manner. Thus, the major role of the Commission was to adjust the incoming flow of foreign investment to accommodate changes in the political, industrial, social, legal, and even cultural arenas.
The Commission's criteria for authorizing foreign investment included, for example, whether the investment would be complementary to national investment and whether it would displace national business enterprises. The Commission also considered the effect of foreign investment on Mexico's balance of payments, its impact on employment, its incorporation of domestic inputs and components in the manufacturing process, its contribution to the development of the lesser-economically-developed zones, its favorable contribution and assistance to the country's technological research and development, and its respect for Mexico's social and cultural values.'°T he two most important criteria to determine whether to authorize any foreign investment project were contained in the first and last Paragraphs of Article 13: (1) "[t]he extent to which it complemented national investment"; 41 and (2) "[t]he extent to which it complied with and contributed to the achievement of national development policy objectives." ' 42 As a consequence of the severe economic crisis experienced by Mexico in 1982, 43 however, these criteria were somewhat redirected in order to follow the National Development Plan of [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] 52 These Resolutions, originally designed to adjust the provisions of the 1973 Act to the economic and political reality of Mexico at any given time, are legally intriguing because they may have been issued to carve out specific exceptions to the tenor of the 1973 Act. In other words, the Resolutions created exceptions to benefit foreign investors, even if those exceptions ran against a literal interpretation of the Act. This departure from the text of the 1973 Act led jurists in Mexico to question the constitutionality of these Resolutions, generating controversy among legal, business and political circles. 5 3 Nevertheless, in 1977, the Mexican Supreme Court determined that the criteria established in these Resolutions "must be followed by the heads of the different agencies of the Federal Executive which compose the Commission." 54 The General Resolutions were important for any foreign investor in Mexico both for cosmetic and substantive reasons. To investors from a country like the United States, a nation with a common law tradition, these Resolutions clearly represent, on one hand, the most current application of the provisions of the 1973 Act to a specific case. On the other hand, they constitute a legally binding rule that the federal authorities on foreign investment would tend to apply to future cases.
In sum, the latest General Resolutions of the Commission give a foreign investor a practical sense of decision-making by Mexican authorities regarding foreign investment projects, which is based on the political, economic, and legal winds prevailing in Mexico at any given time. Endowed with such ample powers, the Commission would determine the final location of a specific foreign investment project, directing it toward a certain city or state, depending on the nature and the financial or technological importance of the industry or business in question.
From its creation in 1973 until 1987, the Commission issued fifteen General Resolutions. These Resolutions were duly published in the official gazette, which addressed different foreign investment matters. 5 5 The passage of time, compounded by the proliferation of Resolutions, the varied nature of the issues addressed, and the somewhat diverse interpretations given to these Resolutions by the federal authorities, made foreign investors uneasy and confused.
In the early 1980s, foreign investors appeared to be adrift on what may be characterized as an administrative sea formed by Resolutions, the rigid text of the 1973 Act, and an increasing number of federal officials' statements on foreign investment. Foreign investors perceived that there was no legal certainty in the foreign investment area. Furthermore, after the economic crisis of 1982, foreign investors were still very reluctant to venture into the Mexican market.
In 1984, the Commission attempted to liberalize the legal regime applicable to foreign investment by publishing guidelines for foreign investors. These guidelines depart considerably from the legal premises established by the 1973 Act. 56 For instance, numerous exceptions were offered to foreign investors regarding the "forty-nine to fifty-one percent" rule, a fundamental premise traditionally upheld without exception by all the previous administrations in Mexico. 57 The guidelines failed to attract sufficient foreign investors, 58 however, because the Commission did not enact specific administrative rules for the implementation of the new and quite revolutionary official policy. 59 Another crucial consideration was that foreign entrepreneurs felt neither secure nor willing to follow an official pronouncement that the Government of Mexico labeled as "guidelines," which did not constitute a legislative amendment or a regulatory enactment and which were not even published in Mexico's Diario Oficial de la Federaci6n. In order to alleviate the unease of foreign entrepreneurs, the Commission issued a General Resolution on November 24, 1987. The General Resolution systematized, updated, and codified all of the Resolutions previously issued by the Commission between 1973 and 1987, and simplified and expedited the Commission's functions and administrative procedures.
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According to a Mexican Government official, the overall purpose of this Resolution was "to further clarify and define the criteria and procedures" to be followed by the Commission, specifically as they relate to: (1) deregulation of direct foreign investment activities; (2) simplification of its administrative procedures; (3) lending transparency to the normative content of the General Resolution; and (4) systematic coordination of said Resolutions. 62 This enactment reflects the policy of "selective promotion" of direct foreign investment established by President de la Madrid. 63 Unquestionably, the General Resolution made two important contributions to the field of foreign investment. First, from a de facto viewpoint, it became the official code on foreign investment in Mexico. The tenor of the Resolution simplified the administra-58. Maviglia reports that the Commission approved a limited number of foreign investment projects in such sectors as tourism, priority industries, advanced technology, capitalization and investments preserving employment, and for priority activities of Mexican corporations with severe economic problems. Maviglia, supra note 56, at 293. tive procedures and, at the same time, instilled confidence in foreign investors and gave them a sense of legal certainty. Second, the Resolution was a solid legal and political step towards the enactment of the 1989 Regulations-the most progressive development in the history of foreign investment in Mexico. From January 1983 to November 1988, the Commission approved 1,249 foreign investment projects involving 772 corporations. This amounted to a total of $13.5 billion, representing close to sixty percent of the cumulative foreign investment at the time.'
IV. THE REGULATIONS OF 1989
The 1989 Regulations are an unprecedented step toward liberalizing the foreign investment legal code in contemporary Mexico. The Regulations not only represent a sharp and unprecedented break from past economic policy in Mexico,' but they shatter the traditional legal principles that have been embedded in Mexico's legal system since the 1910 Revolution and the Constitution of 1917, which were strongly nationalistic and predisposed against foreign capital.
President Salinas de Gortari included, inter alia, the following recitals in the introductory section of the corresponding decree: 66 [W]hereas in the process of modernizing the national economy, the participation of foreign investment cannot be indiscriminate although it is needed to complement the efforts of domestic savings; Whereas it is convenient to encourage that direct foreign investment which avoids increasing Mexico's foreign indebtedness and contributes in a positive manner to the balance of payments abroad; Whereas in the process of modernization and structural change of the national economy, the criteria and procedures which regulate foreign investment must be adjusted and simplified; 66. The Presidential decree was enacted pursuant to Article 89, paragraph I of the Mexican Constitution. In countries such as Mexico and France, where the government has a very strong executive power, over ninety-five percent of the legislative bills are generated by the President of the Republic.
Whereas any process of investment demands a legal r6gime offering certainty, permanence, transparency and security. 67 The principles and rules that President Salinas established in the 1989 Regulations were neither original nor creative. In many respects, these Regulations simply expand the promotional and liberalization policies that Salinas' predecessor initiated a few years before.' Nonetheless, they did achieve more successful results. President de la Madrid may not have pursued the enactment of similar regulations because he was forced to devote his attention to more pressing economic matters, such as the restructuring of Mexico's large external debt, the control of inflation, and the consequences of the 1985 earthquake. 69 Most commentators agree that, when President Salinas took office in December 1988, the Mexican economy was in such turmoil, and the need for foreign investment so imperative, that he had no other choice but to enact the Regulations. 7 ' The most pressing need at that time was to improve the economy and, thereby, elevate the standard of living and the well-being of Mexican citizens.71
Once President Salinas made the decision to liberalize Mexico's legal regime for foreign investment by departing from traditional models, he was confronted with the predicament of choosing the most appropriate legal avenue to guarantee the desired outcome. Salinas had two distinct choices: (1) to repeal the 1973 Act or utilize the General Resolutions to accomplish that objective; or (2) Act by enacting the long-overdue and never-published corresponding Regulations. 72 Repealing the 1973 Act may have generated unmanageable political problems for a new Administration that had been in power for only a few months and that reputedly had lost the Presidential vote in Mexico City. Critics anticipated that President Salinas would face strong opposition from Congress and probably would not receive the Congressional votes necessary to pass the proposed legislative bill. 73 On the other hand, the General Resolutions were not the best avenue for providing foreign investors with the legal certainty they so strongly demanded. 74 Moreover, the constitutionality of the General Resolutions was questionable.
President Salinas instead relied on the strong regulatory powers that the Mexican Constitution expressly confers upon the Executive 75 by enacting the 1989 Regulations by presidential decree. 76 Rather than lessening the debate over the constitutionality of the new enactment, however, the publication of the new Regulations renewed the controversy on this question.
Two schools of thought surfaced. One school argued that the new Regulations were constitutional because (1) they did not contravene the Mexican Constitution, (2) they were issued by the President pursuant to his authorized constitutional powers, and (3) they were signed by all the corresponding members of the Presidential cabinet, thus complying with the constitutional act of "Refrendo."77 The other school argued that the Regulations were 72. See Camil, supra note 60, at 13. 73. Given the controversial nature of a legislative bill on this matter, and the fact that the representatives of the opposition parties number almost half of all members of the Mexican Congress, Alvarez Soberanis explains that Salinas did not follow this avenue because it would have deepened existing differences among the different political factions. See 3. Location of industrial plants outside the country's three major industrial metropolitan areas (Mexico City, Monterrey, and Guadalajara); 4. A balance between foreign exchange income and outlays during the first three years of operation; 5. Permanent jobs and continuous training for workers; and 6. Adequate technology and observance of applicable environmental regulations.' This constitutes the most drastic departure from the "fortynine to fifty-one percent" principle contained in the 1973 Act. The 1989 Regulations provided an appendix containing the Classification of Economic Activities and Products ("Classification"). 83 The Classification establishes the proportion of foreign capital allowed in various economic activities and manufacture of products pursuant to the 1973 Act and other applicable federal statutes.
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SECOFI explained the Classification as follows:
[T]he new Regulations supersede all previously existing rules or decrees applicable to foreign investment and, for the purpose of establishing clear and non-discretionary guidelines, creates a basic Classification ... that will serve to differentiate projects subject to one form of limitation or another from those not subject to restriction of any kind.' The great majority of activities considered for establishment in Mexico under the new Regulations are not subject to limitation or restriction and, consequently, are not included in the Classification.' 
Regulaci6n Especifica y General para la Inversi6n Extranjera Directa con base en la Clasificaci6n Mexicana de Actividades Econ6micas y Productos [Specific and General Regulation for Direct Foreign Investment based upon the Mexican Classification of Economic Activities and Products], reprinted in PRACTICAL MANUAL
84. The Classification established six different types of economic activities: (1) activities exclusively reserved to the Mexican state, (2) activities reserved to Mexican citizens, (3) activities under a specific regulation allowing the participation of foreign investment up to 34% in the corporation's capital, (4) activities under a specific regulation allowing foreign investment of up to 40% in the corporation's capital, (5) activities with a specific regulation allowing foreign investment up to 49% in the corporation's capital, and (6) activities requiring a special resolution from the National Commission of Foreign Investments t6 allow any majority foreign investment participation. Id. at 395.
85. See MEXICO AND THE FOREIGN INVESTOR, supra note 79.
Id.
The second important change, introduced by the 1989 Regulations, allows foreign investors to obtain temporary ownership of Mexican corporations engaged in specified activities reserved for Mexican investors, or activities in which foreign investment is limited to a maximum percentage ranging from thirty-four to forty-nine percent through the creation of a twentyyear trust. 87 As a result of this provision, twenty-year temporary foreign investments are allowed in air and maritime transportation and in gas distribution-areas originally reserved for Mexican nationals.8
The notion of temporary investment also permits significant foreign participation in areas of the Mexican economy where foreign investment was formerly limited to forty-nine percent. 8 9 Some of the twenty-year trusts authorized by the Commission are for Mexican corporations experiencing financial or operational difficulties, or corporations having a high potential for exports. Third, under the 1989 Regulations, foreign investment is allowed to expand activities of existing corporations by opening new establishments, moving operations into new fields of economic endeavor, and manufacturing new products, all without authorization from the Commission. In particular, this applies to maquiladoras, high-export corporations, and trading companies. 91 Fourth, permission is granted for the establishment of trusts (fideicomisos) through which foreign investors can acquire voting and pecuniary rights, even when the forty-nine percent limit is exceeded ' Fifth, the 1989 Regulations allow for real estate investment trusts in the Restricted Zone, granting beneficiary rights to foreign investors for thirty years for industrial, tourism, or residential purposes, thereby providing a mechanism for extending the original term by means of consecutive trusts. 94 Renewal of the new thirty-year period is automatic and is obtainable within fortyfive working days of application for an additional thirty years. This change allows foreign investors to avoid transfer costs and income tax liabilities. 95 The Regulations did not establish a limitation on the number of trusts that may be authorized in favor of the same beneficiary. 96 Prior to the new Regulations, there was no explicit provision in Mexico's domestic legislation designed to dispel the mounting concern shared by most foreign investors regarding the final disposition of their Fideicomisos at the expiration of the original term; this absence had been a source of misgivings and apprehension for decades. The Regulations of 1989 were drafted in such a manner as to provide an answer and a practical solution to this vexing question.
Sixth, the 1989 Regulations set up special trust funds to liberalize foreign access to the Mexican stock market. These neutral investment trusts allow corporations listed on the stock exchange to issue stock conferring no corporate rights. ' The stock is listed under a special series labeled "N," for neutral, to be subscribed only by Mexican banks through a trust. The subscribing banks are then authorized to issue ordinary, non-voting participation certificates that can be acquired by foreigners. 98 The "N" series stock is classified neutral because it is not taken into account when determining the amount and percentage of foreign investment in the issuing corporation's capital stock. 99 Foreign investors can directly acquire these participation certificates in the Mexican stock market or indirectly acquire them 94. Id. art. 20. Article 20 authorizes the SRE to approve a new trust, provided the following conditions are met: (1) retention of the same beneficiary, (2) retention of the same terms and conditions, and (3) timely application prior to the expiration of the corresponding trust. 
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[Vol. 16:907 through foreign financial institutions for their accounts or on behalf of third parties." 00 Based on these certificates, these foreign financial institutions may issue depository receipts to be traded in foreign stock markets. 1 Seventh, the 1989 Regulations require foreign investment applications to be acted upon within forty-five working days of the date on which the Commission creates the new file of the project concerned. 1 " 2 This requirement applies to projects that do not meet the six criteria of Article 5 of the. Regulations 0 3 and to projects restricted by industry or sector."°4 Approval, however, is automatic if a formal response is not received from the Commission within forty-five working days from the date of application. 105 The removal of the broad discretionary powers from the Commission, as well as the simplification and increased efficiency of its modus operandi, may be listed among the major innovations introduced by the 1989 Regulations.
Eighth, the 1989 Regulations created a Committee for the Promotion of Investment in Mexico ("Investment Committee"), which provides counseling to SECOFI. 1° Its major function is to establish a concerted program for the promotion of investment in Mexico and to coordinate investment with the public and private sectors. 1 0 7 In addition, the Investment Committee is to create "a national directory of Mexican investors interested in carrying out co-investments with other Mexican companies or foreign companies, as well as a catalogue of investment projects and proposals for execution in Mexico."" Finally, the 1989 Regulations simplified and made more efficient the functions of the National Registry of Foreign Investments and its inscription procedures.' 0 9 100. Id Foreign investment increased significantly following their enactment."° This increase, however, was not the consequence of these Regulations, but was the direct result of the overall modernization policies advanced by the Salinas Administration, particularly in the economic and legal areas." n A number of decisive policies were designed to redirect the economy. These included: (1) controlling inflation through agreements with labor, business, and government; (2) renegotiating foreign debt; (3) liberalizing trade, thereby making Mexican firms more efficient through international competition; (4) privatizing public enterprises; (5) revamping the tax system; (6) strict fiscal discipline to avoid inflationary pressures; and (7) developing urgent public works needed for economic growth." 2 The Salinas Administration also profoundly transformed Mexico's legal system. In the last five years, the Administration has pursued an intensive and systematic program of legislative revision that has affected the Mexican Constitution" 3 as well as numerous federal statutes," 4 codes," 5 123 Total foreign investment between January and November of 1993 amounted to $11.6 billion: $1.9 billion (16.5%) were authorized by the Commission; $2.7 billion (23.3%) were projects registered with the National Registry of Foreign Investments; and $7 billion (60.2%) consisted of investments in the stock market. 124 Incoming foreign investment was directed at manufacturing (46.5%), services (31.6%), construction (2.8%), transportation and communication (1.6%), and agriculture and mining (1.9%). The most distinctive feature of the 1993 Act is its clear policy to promote, not regulate, foreign investment. Although the new federal statute breaks away from the legal and administrative rigidity imposed by the 1973 Act, it shares some of the traditional policies of the old Act. At the same time, the 1993 Act advances some of the policies of liberalization and flexibility already contained in the 1989 Regulations to a higher legal plateau. Overall, the 1993 Act unquestionably represents the most progressive legal framework ever formulated in Mexico to govern foreign investment.
Distribution of Foreign Investment by
The content of the 1993 Act may be divided into three categories: (1) provisions contrary to the 1973 Act, (2) provisions in consonance with the 1973 Act, and (3) provisions in symmetry with the 1989 Regulations.
A. Provisions Contrary to the 1973 Act
The 1993 Act contains a number of innovative features. First, the new Act liberalizes access to and participation in foreign investment in Mexico by streamlining and expediting the corre- The most marked departure from the 1973 Act is the abandonment of its traditional "forty-nine to fifty-one percent" rule. 133 Second, the new Act adopts a clear promotional attitude aimed at attracting foreign capital to Mexico. In his statement to Congress, President Salinas asserted that "foreign investment has become, in recent history, a basic instrument in the economic development of nations," and also recognized that, "in the last years, several events have produced a shortage of international capital."' ' M In order to guarantee the continuous flow of foreign capital to a given country, President Salinas declared the necessity of the following specific factors: (1) the stability of its economic policy, (2) the existence of clear and permanent rules on investment matters, (3) competitive tax rates at an international level, (4) absence of excessive economic regulations, and (5) access capacity to other markets. 35 Finally, the 1993 Act eliminates the imposition of performance requirements upon foreign investors, thus reducing to a minimum the exercise of discretionary powers on the part of competent Mexican authorities, including the Commission. In certain cases, when foreign investors have needed the Commission's authorization to initiate a foreign investment project, the Commission customarily authorized the project by conditioning authorization upon the performance of certain requirements by the interested foreign investor.1 37 The imposition of these requirements was arbitrary, often imposed on a case-by-case basis, depending upon the nature and special characteristics of the individual project. In most cases, however, the performance requirements had a direct relationship to the creation of a given number of permanent jobs, the requirement that a percentage of produced goods be sold either to the Mexican domestic market or abroad, or the buying of supplies from Mexican producers. 
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The elimination of performance requirements, including export requirements, capital controls, and domestic content percentages, was included in order to place the 1993 Act, especially Articles 8 and 9,139 in symmetry with the pertinent NAFTA provisions01°B
. Provisions in Consonance with the 1973 Act Despite its relative progress and openness, the 1993 Act continues to maintain a number of traditional legal policies and institutions. It is not difficult to understand why the drafters of the new statute lacked the courage to break away from past molds. One of the strongest arguments in favor of retaining certain traditional policies, especially in an area as delicate as foreign investment, must be couched in historic and economic terms rather than legal concepts. For example, notwithstanding the recent emergence of a climate of intergovernmental cooperation and mutual respect that seeks to modify the difficult relations of the past, 141 Mexico continues to have inherent reservations about its unavoidable situation as neighbor of the most powerful nation in the world. 42 Thus, from an historic and economic perspective, this new warmer climate may be superficial rather than substantive.
Additionally, because of this chronic distrust, Mexico may feel more secure if it continues to keep exclusive control over certain natural resources and activities, such as petroleum, electricity, nuclear energy, and satellite communications. This approach is enunciated in Articles 5 and 6 of the 1993 Act, and is said to be for strategic and security considerations.
143
A number of years will have to pass before Mexico will even consider eliminating the most drastic of the restrictive policies of the 1993 Act. These policies consist of the activities exclusively 139 . Articles 8 and 9 of the 1993 Act require an authorization from the Commission for certain foreign investment projects. For the English translation of these Articles, see Vargas, supra note 110, at 215.
140. See NAFTA, supra note 11, chs. IV (domestic content percentage, rules of origin), XI, arts. 309, 1106 (export requirements).
141. See SALINAS DE GORTARI, supra note 122, at 15. 142. Id. at 16. Despite the time elapsed, Mexico still vividly recalls the enormous territorial loss suffered as a consequence of the unjust war against the United States in 1846-1848, concluded in accordance with the terms contained in Article V of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
143. See Vargas, supra note 110, at 213.
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Foreign Investment Act reserved to the Mexican Government and those restricted to Mexican nationals. 1 " If these restrictions are ever eliminated, it may be a gradual exercise in close consonance with the economic recovery that NAFTA is expected to trigger. It is likely to take place only as a direct result of a strong economy and a sound democratic system with respect for human rights and for the environment, however, and not as a proposition initiated by a country plagued with socio-economic and political problems principally caused by an unfair distribution of wealth. The 1993 Act incorporates into its new text important traditional policies that were originally included in the 1973 Act.
Activities Reserved to the Government
The new Act continues to maintain a large number of activities reserved exclusively to the Mexican Government as enumerated in Article 5.145 These activities involve: (1) petroleum, (2) basic petrochemicals, (3). electricity, (4) nuclear energy, (5) radioactive minerals, (6) satellite communications, (7) telegraph services, (8) radiotelegraphic and postal services, (9) railroads, (10) issuance of paper money and minting of money, and (11) control, supervision, and surveillance of ports, airports, and heliports.
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The activities enumerated in Article 5 of the 1993 Act are actually more extensive than those listed in Article 4 of the 1973 Act. 147 In other words, there are more activities exclusively reserved to the Government of Mexico in the current Act than in the old Act. Most of the activities listed in the 1993 Act, however, coincide with those listed in Category 1 of the Mexican Classification of Economic Activities and Products, which is annexed to the 1989 Regulations."
In consonance with Mexico's modern policy of deregulation, the 1993 Act slightly relaxes the traditional monopolistic intrusion of the Mexican Government in some activities previously considered strategic, such as mining, railroads, and wireless communica- tions.' 49 The new statute, consistent with the 1989 Regulations, allows a variable degree of foreign investment in these areas. In the mining area, for example, this applies to exploitation and processing of mineral coal, 150 extraction and processing of iron 5 1 and non-ferrous metallic minerals 15 1 (e.g., gold, silver, mercury, lead, zinc, copper), exploitation of feldspar and gypsum, 153 and the extraction and processing of other non-metallic minerals. 1 5
With regard to railroads, Article 7 of the 1993 Act allows up to forty-nine percent foreign investment participation in "[s]ervices related to the railroad sector, consisting in passenger services, maintenance and rehabilitation of tracks, switchers, repair shops for locomotive and hauling equipment, organization and commercialization of unitary trains, management of inland freight railroad stations and railroad communications. ' " 155 In the area of wireless communications, Article 8 of the new Act allows up to forty-nine percent foreign participation in the area of cellular telephones, if the Commission grants authorization. 156 The Classification included a category for banking institutions 1 57 exclusively reserved to the Mexican Government. The new Act, departing from the 1989 Regulations, allows foreign investors to participate in certain activities in the banking and financial areas, up to thirty percent and forty-nine percent 149 . See 1973 Act, supra note 3, art. 4, paras. d-g. All of these activities were reserved exclusively for the Government.
150. See Classification, supra note 83, at 387. Category 2100, Level 3 allows for the participation of foreign investment of up to 34% in the corporation's capital for activities with a specific regulation. 155. 1993 Act, supra note 2, art. 7, para. IV(s). In the Classification, railroad transportation service, listed as Category 7111, Level 1, is reserved exclusively to the Government of Mexico. Classification, supra note 83, at 391.
156. 1993 Act, supra note 2, art. 8, para. IX. The Classification included Category 7200, Telephone Services and Other Telecommunication Services, as Level 5. Telegraph services appeared as an economic area reserved exclusively to the Mexican Government. Classification, supra note 83, at 392.
157. Classification, supra note 83, at 392 (Category 8110: Services of credit, banking and auxiliary credit institutions). Within this category, banking and financial trusts are exclusively reserved to the Mexican government. Id 158 In the thirty percent bracket, the activities in which foreign investors can participate include: credit institutions of multiple banking services, corporations that control financial groupings, and stock brokerage and advice. 159 In the forty-nine percent category, the acceptable activities include: financial leasing offices, financial factoring corporations, and other financial corporations. 16°A few words about the notion of economic activities reserved exclusively to the Mexican State are relevant. There is no question that, under international law, Mexico, as well as any other nationstate, has the sovereign right to reserve certain activities to its exclusive and absolute control. 1 ' Traditionally, this approach has been applied to a select number of activities perceived to have a direct impact upon national security or other vital interest of the state. 62 This basic concept may explain why, for example, petroleum and other hydrocarbons, nuclear energy, radioactive minerals, the issuance of paper money, and the minting of money have always been under the exclusive control of the Government of Mexico. The national perception of what a strategic interest is, or even the definition of what constitutes a vital interest, is subject to change, depending on time and progress made in science and technology.
As the preceding analysis suggests, however, recent legislative and administrative experience proves that the extremely nationalistic policy of Mexico, traditionally applied since the turn of the century to some of these economic activities, is becoming less restrictive. This less restrictive policy leads towards a more open legal framework favoring the promotion of foreign investment. With the continued growth of the Mexican economy, the overall modernization of the country, and the gradual, effective implementation of NAFTA, this new attitude may continue. 
Activities Reserved to Mexican Nationals
As enumerated in Article 6, the new Act perpetuates the existence of a number of activities exclusively reserved to Mexicans or to Mexican corporations with an Exclusion of Foreigners Clause. 63 These activities consist of the following: (1) national land transportation for passengers, tourism, and freight, not including messenger and package-delivery services; (2) retail gasoline sales and liquified petroleum gas; (3) radio broadcasting services and other services in radio and television, other than cable television; (4) credit unions; (5) development banking institutions; and (6) Article 6 of the new Act establishes a schedule allowing foreign investment to have gradual, but increasing, participation in economic activities exclusively reserved to Mexicans; these activities include international ground transportation for passengers, tourism and freight between points within the territory of Mexico, and the service of administering bus terminals for passengers and related services. According to this Article, foreign investment may participate in up to forty-nine percent of the capital stock of Mexican corporations as of December 1995, up to fifty-one percent as of January of 2001, and up to one hundred percent, as of January 1, 2004.169 Article 7 of the new Act maintains a limitation on foreign investment by preserving four categories with fixed maximum foreign investment percentages.17
Activities with Fixed Maximum Percentages
The fixed maximum percentages imposed on foreign investment are divided into four levels: 176 Foreign investors must remember that these regulations will continue to be in force in Mexico for foreign investment matters not inconsistent with the new federal statute.
177
Four areas of the new Act appear to be inspired by the 1989 Regulations: (1) a simplified version of the "Fideicomiso," (2) neutral investments, (3) implicit approval of foreign investment projects, and (4) a more efficient National Registry of Foreign Investments.
A Simplified Version of the "Fideicomiso"
The Mexican legal institution of Fideicomiso (a Mexican trust) is derived from the common law notion of a trust 17 The first change was the extention of the duration of the Fideicomisos from thirty to fifty years. This duration may be renewed at the request of the interested party.'8 Future renewal of the original fifty-year term is likely to become automatic if certain conditions are met. The beneficiary, terms, and conditions of the trust must remain the same. Additionally, the application for renewal must be made prior to the expiration of the original trust."l Until the new Regulations are published, pertinent Articles of the 1989 Regulations will continue to be in force to complement and detail this section of the new federal statute. 18 The second change was pursuant to Article 10 of the 1993 Act. Under the provison, Mexican corporations with an Exclusion of Foreigners Clause, or those corporations that have entered into the "Calvo Clause" agreement, 89 may acquire direct ownership over immovable assets in Mexico's national territory when those assets are used for non-residential activities such as industrial, commercial, and tourism purposes. 19 This new method of acquisition through a Mexican corporation"' clearly simplifies the transaction by eliminating the cumbersome trust mechanism.
The final provision of the 1993 statute, however, continues to maintain the use of the Fideicomiso when foreign natural persons or foreign legal entities acquire beneficiary rights" over immovable assets located in the Restricted Zone for residential use.' 93 Presumably, because of security concerns, the Mexican Government decided to maintain the traditional application of the "Calvo Clause" when foreign nationals and foreign entities use their real estate beneficiary rights in the Restricted Zone for residential purposes. 94 By using the Fideicomiso, which requires each foreign applicant to enter into the Calvo agreement directly with the Secretariat of Foreign Affairs, the Government of Mexico will be able to exercise a more powerful and direct influence upon the foreign applicant. This conveys the idea that the real estate in question is subject to the application of Mexican law and that the foreign applicant is legally considered a Mexican national with regard to such assets and, thus, deserves no special treatment and has no special rights under Mexican law. The application of the "Calvo Clause" to this type of transaction, however, appears to be excessive and unduly unfair to foreign nationals. Neutral investment was created to liberalize foreign access to the Mexican stock market."l Neutral investment is represented either by instruments issued by fiduciary institutions 11 or by special series of shares, which may be series "B" or series "A." 199 In addition, the Act authorized the Commission to decide on neutral investments that international financial corporations seek to make in the capital stock of other corporations for development purposes. 2 ' There is no doubt that the 1989 Regulations, as well as SECOFI's experience with regard to these matters, will play a decisive role in interpreting these provisions of the new Act.
Neutral Investments
3. Implicit Approval of Foreign Investment Projects Article 8 of the 1993 Act enumerates eleven economic activities that require authorization from the Commission for investments exceeding forty-nine percent in these activities or in Mexican corporations." These activities include port services, shipping corporations, administration of air traffic terminals, private education, legal services, cellular telephones, construction of oil pipelines, and drilling of oil and gas wells. ' Consistent with the 1989 Regulations, 3 the new Act requires the Commission to decide on these projects within forty-five working days from the date of the application. ' If the Commission fails to decide within this time period, the application is considered approved under the terms submitted. 5 The 1993 Act also increases the number of members on the Commission from seven to nine.' violating the federal Act. 212 In general, most of the sanctions consist of fines, ranging from the minimum, salary in Mexico City 213 (approximately $4.50 per hour) to one thousand times that salary (approximately $4,500).214 The maximum fine is five thousand times the minimum salary (approximately $22,500) and is reserved for foreign investors who conduct acquisitions or any other act requiring authorization from the Commission without such authorization. 215 This section of the Act also includes a provision specifically directed at the official functions performed by fedatarios ptiblicos. 216 Under Mexican law, the notion of fedatarios pablicos currently includes not only the traditional institution of public notaries, 27 but also the more modern concept of Corredores pablicos. 218 The new Act, however, simply refers to the notarial laws and the Federal Act of Public Brokers (Ley Federal de Correduria Pfblica) in the application of the corresponding sanctions when violations of these statutes are committed. 2 9
To a certain extent, it seems paradoxical that a federal statute designed deliberately by the Government of Mexico to attract and promote the flow of foreign investments to the host nation penalizes investors and business entrepreneurs who have risked their capital by investing it in that country. When foreign investors conduct business in Mexico, or in any other host nation, in violation of that nation's domestic legislation, the host nation clearly has a sovereign right to exercise jurisdiction to curb those actions and, in particular, to prosecute and penalize the commis- [Vol.
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Foreign Investment Act sion of any illicit acts. Yet, in the eyes of foreign investors, it does not appear to be a very sound policy to include punitive provisions in a statute designed to attract foreign investors. A more subtle way to regulate these rather delicate foreign investment violations is to penalize those eventual offenses, not in the text of foreign investment legislation, but in other pertinent provisions of domestic legislation of the host country. Most modern foreign investment statutes utilize this method. For example, the penal provisions may be included in a tax code, a corporations act, a penal code, or even in a special international bilateral agreement with the country whose investors play an important role in the host nation.
Mexico will likely continue to adopt a more international attitude towards business and foreign investment matters, the penal provisions of the 1993 Act will find their way into the text of another statute.
VII. CONCLUSION
Mexico's Foreign Investment Act of 1993 is not an isolated legal phenomenon. Rather, it is part of the general modernization policies advanced by the current Administration of President Carlos Salinas de Gortari. Combined with NAFrA, the overhauling of its legal system, and the gradual, but systematic, upgrading of its industrial and scientific institutions, the new Act is clearly a response to Mexico's vigorous initiative to reach the status of a mid-size power by the beginning of the next century.
The 1993 Act drastically alters the approach Mexico took on foreign investment matters for decades. Instead of continuing the closed and restrictive approach that made Mexico infamous among foreign investors during the last two decades, the 1993 Act adopts a liberal and promotional policy in favor of foreign investment. The specialists in this field are certain that the new Act breaks away from the old model.
Undoubtedly, the decision to incorporate the new promotional policies into the 1993 Act took serious reflection. To depart from old traditions always takes courage. The favorable response to the 1989 Regulations, both domestically and internationally, paved the way for President Salinas' technical Administration to push forward his modernization and promotional policies.
Although the 1993 Act marked a departure from the 1973 Act, it still shares, in some respects, the same kind of mentality 1994] that supported the traditional statute two decades ago. For instance, the Act still provides for the economic areas excluding foreign investment and those reserved exclusively to Mexican nationals. If the Act eliminated, or at least kept to a minimum, these restrictive provisions, the international community would have viewed the new Act in a more positive and constructive manner. Also, transfer of the punitive measures from the text of the new Act into the corpus of another legislative enactment would have been a more diplomatic legislative technique.
Perhaps the largest deficiency of the 1993 Act is its failure to set up an international mechanism for the settlement of foreign investment disputes. This mechanism would have been the most important section of the 1993 Act; yet, it is ostensibly absent from its text. Over the past half century, Mexico surprised the international legal and business communities by adhering to an absolute, territorialized policy that virtually excluded the application of foreign law in that country. Since 1988, however, the nation has made an unprecedented effort to change this nationalistic attitude and to embrace a more modern approach to the conflict of laws and other international legal matters. Therefore, it would be in keeping with this new trend if Mexico adopts an international legal avenue for the peaceful settlement of controversies involving foreign investors.
Throughout this century, the Mexican court system has not had an international reputation for fairness, efficiency, and honesty. Even today, foreign investors tend to be reluctant and apprehensive about relying on the objectivity and professional competence of Mexican judges. Understandably, this distrust, shared by most foreign investors, adversely affects the flow of foreign capital to Mexico. Now that NAFTA is in force, however, there is a growing expectation that Mexico's new Administration, which will be inaugurated on December 1, 1994, will continue to advance vigorously the overall modernization policies that Mexico has so aptly applied over the last decade.
The 1993 Act determines the flow of foreign capital to Mexico. This is, however, only one of several factors that constantly interact in the complex and dynamic equation of foreign investment. In addition to a promotional legal framework that fosters foreign investment to that nation, international investors and entrepreneurs-who are becoming more sophisticated and global-oriented in their policy-making decisions-are also looking to Mexico for an adequate set of domestic factors that define that nation's true investment climate. Such factors may include an impartial court system, respect for human rights, a healthy and educated population, a modern industrial infrastructure, a democratic political system, environmental protection, an honest and capable government, and political stability.
The 1993 Foreign Investment Act is a vital tool in Mexico's efforts to set an example to other developing countries, especially those in Latin America and the Caribbean. Foreign investors look to Mexico's future with an air of confidence and optimism.
